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Bosch HMD200 Daredevil™ Hole Saw Delivers Up to 10x Speed for
Drilling in Multi-Materials
Bosch premium carbide teeth, thin-kerf design and deeper cup provide fast, high-quality holes on the jobsite
 

Las Vegas, Nev., Feb. 3, 2015 –  The Bosch HMD200 Daredevil™ Hole Saw offers greater speed and lasts
longer while delivering excellent hole quality and extra deep cuts. Thanks to optimized Bosch premium carbide
teeth, a deeper cup (2-3/8”) and an extra-large gullet design, this hole saw cuts through multiple materials:
wood, thin aluminum, fiberboard, PVC, tile, concrete block and stacked materials. That means the Daredevil is
really seven hole saws in one.

The Daredevil hole saw is up to 10x faster1 and carbide helps it last  longer than a standard bi-metal hole saw in
wood, drywall and concrete block applications. Cup depth is 50 percent greater than standard hole saws.
Plumbers, general contractors, residential builders, remodelers and electricians will find the Daredevil hole saw
the right accessory for drilling holes in stacked materials to run pipes and conduit, mainly in residential and
light commercial construction applications. The deeper cup offers the user greater versatility and makes the job
easier, start to finish

“The Bosch Daredevil Hole Saw gets the job done faster, lasts longer and drills in more materials than other hole
saws,” said Jared Schmidt, product manager, hole saws and oscillating tool blades, BOSCH POWER TOOLS. “Our
customers wanted a hole saw that is faster and lasts longer, especially in wood. That’s what we delivered with
this premium Daredevil product, which also solves the common problem of drilling in multiple materials.”

The combination of Bosch premium carbide teeth, extra-large gullets and a deep cup design allows the hole saw
to cut through materials faster, including typical applications in wood and drywall. Standard bi-metal hole saws
tend to work slower in wood and have limited life.

1 Bosch testing, Daredevil hole saw vs bimetal hole saw in ¾” plywood

The Bosch Daredevil Hole Saw delivers better drilling accuracy and better hole quality, plus easy plug removal.
A universal multi-purpose arbor makes for fewer pilot bit changes and a quicker job because it now fits all
popular brands and cup sizes. And ¼" hex pilot bits are optimized for material drilled e.g., high-speed steel bit
for wood and metal; abrasive tip bit for multi-materials.

To be considered a Bosch Daredevil product, a power tool accessory must be best-in-class for speed, life or ease
of use. The Bosch Daredevil Hole Saw offers best speed.  Hole saw applications include holes for pipes between
floors in both residential and commercial projects.

To learn more about the Bosch Daredevil Hole Saw or to find a local dealer call 877-BOSCH-99 or visit
www.boschtools.com. Check out www.bethepro.com for construction tips and videos.
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Like Bosch on Facebook @
facebook.com/boschtoolsNA
Follow Bosch on Twitter @
twitter.com/boschtoolsNA   
Watch Bosch videos on YouTube @

youtube.com/user/boschtoolsna

About Bosch

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services, active in the fields of automotive
technology, energy and building technology, industrial technology, and consumer goods. According to
preliminary figures, more than 281,000 associates generated sales of 46.4 billion euro ($61.6 billion) in 2013*.
The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its more than 350 subsidiaries and regional companies in
some 60 countries. If its sales and service partners are included, then Bosch is represented in roughly 150
countries.

Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Automotive Technology, Industrial Technology, Consumer
Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is
the foundation for further growth. In 2013, Bosch applied for some 5,000 patents worldwide.  The Bosch Group’s
products and services are designed to fascinate, and to improve the quality of life by providing solutions which
are both innovative and beneficial. In this way, the company offers technology worldwide that is “Invented for
life.” Additional information on the global organization is available online at www.bosch.com,  www.bosch-
press.com, and http://twitter.com/BoschPresse.

*Due to a change in legal rules governing consolidation, 2013 figures can only be compared to a limited extent
with 2012 figures.  Exchange rate: 1 EUR = $1.32812 (or 16.96406 MXN or $1.36837 CAD).

Bosch in North America

In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and
aftermarket products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication
systems, packaging technology, thermotechnology, household appliances, healthcare telemedicine and
software solutions. For more information, please visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and
www.bosch.ca.www.boschusa.com.

About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation

Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, the Power Tools Division of North America, was formed in January 2003 when
Robert Bosch GmbH combined its North American power tool, accessory and lawn and garden divisions into one
organization. As a manufacturing pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has
become synonymous with engineering excellence. With 3,350 in North America, the global Power Tools Division
is the world leader in the design, manufacture and sale of power tools, rotary and oscillating tools, accessories,
laser and optical leveling and range finding tools, and garden and watering equipment. 

For more information, call toll free 877-BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit www.robertboschtoolcorporation.com.
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For further information: Steve Wilcox, BOSCH POWER TOOLS, 224.232.2417, Steve.Wilcox@us.bosch.com
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